The purpose of this Note is to prove an identity between the analytic torsion and the value at zero of a dynamical zeta function associated with an acyclic unitarily flat vector bundle on a closed locally symmetric reductive manifold, which solves a conjecture of Fried. 
In this note, we announce a proof, detailed in [16] , of the Fried conjecture for closed locally symmetric reductive manifolds. We introduce a Ruelle-type dynamical zeta function, and we show that it is meromorphic on C, holomorphic at 0, and that its value at 0 is equal to exp(τ Z (F )).
Let us point out that the proof of the above result, which was given by Moscovici and Stanton [10] , based on the Selberg trace formula, does not seem to be complete. We try to provide the proper argument to make it correct. Also, our proof is based on the explicit formula given by Bismut for semisimple orbital integrals [2, Theorem 6.1.1].
Analytic torsion as V -invariant
We use the notation in the Introduction, but we do not assume H · (Z , F ) = 0. Let N · (T * Z ) be the number operator of · (T * Z ). Let P Z be the orthogonal projection to ker (2 Z 
Classically, θ(s) has a meromorphic extension to C, which is holomorphic at s = 0. The analytic torsion is defined by
The V -invariant was introduced by Bismut and Goette [3] for a manifold S equipped with an action of a compact Lie group L, with Lie algebra l. 
Our main result
Let G be a connected reductive group, let g be its Lie algebra, and let θ be the Cartan involution. Let K be the maximal compact subgroup of G of the points of G that are fixed by θ , and let k be its Lie algebra. Let g = p ⊕ k be the Cartan decomposition. Let B be a nondegenerate bilinear symmetric form on g which is invariant under the adjoint action and θ . Assume that B is positive on p and negative on k. Set X = G/K . Then B induces a Riemannian metric on the tangent bundle
We follow [2, Chapter 3] . Let γ ∈ G be semisimple. After conjugating γ , we can write γ in the form γ = e
is still a reductive Lie group with maximal compact subgroup 
For r ∈ N, let ρ : → U(r) be a unitary representation of , and let F be the induced unitarily flat vector bundle on Z .
The main result contained in this note is an announcement of the solution of the Fried conjecture. The proof is detailed in [16] .
is well defined for σ ∈ C and Re(σ ) 1 . It has a meromorphic extension to C which is holomorphic at 0 and is such that R ρ (0) =
Proof. We have the identification 
The group K M acts on p m and p ⊥ m . A key observation in [16] , which remedies the gaps in [10] , is that the representations p m and p ⊥ m of K M lift to elements in the real representation ring R(K ) of K . Therefore, for 0 j 2l, there exist Z/2Z-representations
Let
be the associated homogeneous vector bundle on X . It descends to a vector bundle on Z , which we still denote by
, and let |α| be the norm of α relative to the scalar product B on b and to the operator norm on End(g). Set
In the first step of the proof of Theorem 3.1 in the case δ(G) = 1, we show the following statement, in which we do not need to assume H · (Z , F ) = 0. 
Proof. The proof is based on a relation obtained via the Bismut formula for a semisimple orbital integral [2, Theorem 6. 
